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What tips do you have for caterers on  
how to use unique décor elements to spruce 
up their buffet or station set-ups?
BUTLER: We love to help our catering 
clients think beyond the typical buffet 
table by using some of our unique décor 
and furniture pieces that complement the 
cuisine and theme of the event. For example, 
our client Drago Catering hosted an event 
with rustic Italian cuisine, so for their food 
stations, they used our countryside barn 
dining table, which really gave guests an 
authentic Italian countryside feel.

How do you think the décor at an event, 
including how the food and drink is 
presented, enhances the guest experience?
BUTLER: Guests experience events through 
their senses, so while the taste (food) of the 
event is very important, it’s almost equally 
(if not more) important to make sure that 
your décor visually creates the theme, mood 
and ambiance that you want your guests to 
experience. A well-designed and decorated 
food station can really add that extra “wow” 
factor to an event.

Advice from 
Tinseltown
A one-stop shop for special event rentals—including 
tableware, décor, lighting, flooring and staging—204 
Events (204events.com), based in Pacoima, Calif., lends its 
wares to some of Hollywood’s top parties. We asked Sira 
Butler, director of 204 Events, for her station décor tips.

What trends are you seeing in the catering industry 
 at top Hollywood events, particularly when it comes to 
food and drink station set-ups?
BUTLER: Over-the-top, photo-worthy stations have become 
a big trend. Many caterers are looking beyond the basic 
white linens and incorporating elaborate, memorable 
décor that enhances the overall ambiance of the event. 
Interactive stations that are themed or dedicated to one 
type of food trend are popular. An example of this is the 
charcuterie display by one of our clients, Drago Catering 
[in Beverly Hills], which is a beautiful exhibition of select 
meats and decadent cheeses that are sliced and displayed 
during the event to create an atmosphere similar to what 
you would experience at a grocer’s in Sicily.
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All photos depict stations utilizing 
equipment rented from 204 Events, by the 
special event catering division of Drago 
Ristorante in Los Angeles.


